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Base spoon Cookies

ID Number : 0003

Type : Spoon Cookies

Category : Bakery

Quantity : 40-50 Cookies

Time : 30 Min (Preparation), 40 Min (Cooking)

Difficulty : 

General Information

This is the standard plain spoon cookies. You will have to add flavor ingredient to this

receipe ( See variatios ). You can substitute butter with margarine but I strongly suggest

that you keep the shortning there. With margarine, the dough will be softer during the

manipulation.

Ingredients

Qt. Ingredient

1 Cup Shortning

2/3 Cup Butter

2 Cups Brown Sugar

3 Beaten Eggs

3-1/4 All-Purpose Flour

2 Ts Baking Powder

1/2 Ts Baking Soda

1/2 Ts Salt

1 Ts Cinnamon Powder

1/2 Cup Milk

1 Ts Vanilla

Procedures

Place in a bowl the shorning and the butter. If they are too hard to whip, melt them

partially in the oven before continuing.Add the eggs, the brown sugar and whip until

it becomes creamy. If you want chocolate cookies, add cocoa now ( see variation ).

If you are adding fresh fruits like mashed bananas or dates, add them here.

1.

In a second bowl, sift the flour and add the baking powder,baking soda, salt and2.



cinamon. You also add other dry spices to the mix here.

In another small bowl, mix the milk and the vanilla together. You can also add

aditional liquid flavors here.

3.

Gradually add to the main bowl the flour and the milk mixture until everything is

mixed properly.

4.

Add Other flavor ingredients like chips and fruits here. It is recommendend to use

small chips to make the distribution in the cookies easier.

5.

Preheat the oven at 350F (180C). Grease the cookie pans and place the dough with

a spoon on the pan leaving approximatly 1 inch between each other. If the dough is

too liquid to manipulate, place it in the freezer for half an hour before panning.

6.

Cook the cookies in the oven for 12 to 15 minute. Watch carefully, remove as soon

as the humidity on the top of the cookie dissapear. Let them cool down at least 1

hour before storing them. Note that bigger cookies will take more time than smaller

ones.

7.

Variations

Chocolate : If you want a chocolate dough, add 8 table spoon of cocoa to the mix.

You can optionally add more sugar.

A.

Chips, Nuts or Dry Fruits : If you want chips, nuts or dry fruits add a total of 1 to

3 cups of the stuff you want in the dough.

B.

Cinammon and Vanilla are optional, you can remove or substitute them if you wish.C.

Dates and Nuts : Add 1/3 cup of mashed dates and 1/2 cup of chopped nuts.D.

Raisins : Add 3/4 Cup of dry raisins and 1/4 Ts. of girofle powder.E.

Reference Information

Cookie recipe types

Related Recipes

Oatmeal Cookies


